ABSTRACT The Internet of Things integrates lots of capacitated vehicles in smart logistics. The routing for capacitated vehicles is a combinatorial optimization problem which has been widely studied in recent years. This paper proposes an effective order-aware hybrid genetic algorithm for the capacitated vehicle routing problem in the Internet of Things. The method is characterized by an improved initialization strategy and a problem-specific crossover operator. The former combines the sweep algorithm with randomness to harmonize the contradiction between diversity and convergence, while the latter integrates neighborhood search heuristics to find the offspring with the best fitness and check constraints simultaneously. A large number of simulations have been carried out, and the results validated the effectiveness of our algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the construction of smart cities, Internet of Things and smart logistics have become an emerging topic in recent years [1] , [2] , which applies a large number of capacitated vehicles to deliver orders. Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) belongs to the combinatorial optimization filed, which has been proved as an NP-hard problem. CVRP aims at finding the lowest cost route for a fleet of homogeneous vehicles starting from the distribution center to satisfy the demands of orders, situated at geographically dispersed locations. Since its proposition, it has been paid attention in the scientific community, and a great deal of methods has been presented [3] , [4] , including both exact approaches and metaheuristics. Genetic algorithm can also be applied to solve CVRP. It is a classical global optimization metaheuristic which imitates the evolution process in nature. Genetic algorithm employs the idea of survival of the fittest to converge to the optimum gradually. Thus, genetic algorithm is suitable to address complex problems with uncertainty and
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However, genetic algorithm has two impediments when solving CVRP. Firstly, the diversity and convergence are contradictory in genetic algorithm. This means that when the diversity of the population increases, the method is more hopeful of finding an optimal solution in a larger search space, whereas it will converge very slowly or even not converge. Otherwise, it will converge quickly to the local optimum.
Thus, the hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) is emerged, referring to adding other heuristics to offsets the limitations of classical genetic algorithm. According to [7] , the hybrid algorithm can be grouped into two streams, collaborative hybrids and integrative hybrids. Collaborative hybrids refer to two or more algorithms running in sequence. For example, GA-PSO is a hybrid algorithm combining genetic algorithm with particle swarm optimization [8] . The GA-PSO uses GA's ability in exploration and PSO's ability in exploitation. The integrative hybrids mean that a subordinate algorithm is embedded in a master heuristics. For example, a stirring heuristics is integrated into a classical genetic algorithm to increase population diversity [9] .
Another impediment of genetic algorithm for solving CVRP is the generation of infeasible individuals, which often happens in the crossover process [10] . The solution of CVRP contains several sub-routes, which is subjected to the vehicle's capacity. The crossover operators in the classical genetic algorithm are mainly based on nodes and do not consider sub-routes. Thus, lots of infeasible individuals will be generated during the crossover. The infeasible solutions always need to be repaired by complementary algorithms and finally contributes to the complexity of the method. Also, adding a penalty value when evaluating the fitness of an individual can address infeasible solutions. However, infeasible solutions can slow down the evolution and easily converge to the local optimum for CVRP. Thus, it is significant to avoid the generation of infeasible solutions during evolution.
This paper presents an Order-aware Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (OHGA) for CVRP in Internet of Things, which combines two heuristics to address the two impediments mentioned above. The main contributions of our study include: (1) An improved population initialization strategy combining the sweep algorithm and randomness is presented to accelerate convergence as well as ensure the population diversity; (2) A problem-specific crossover operator integrating neighborhood search heuristics is proposed to find best offspring and check constraints simultaneously; (3) Extensive simulations were carried out to verify the effectiveness of our method.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work. Section III defines the capacitated vehicle routing problem. Section IV details the OHGA. Section V gives the simulation results and discussions. Section VI provides concluding remarks and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, some methods have been proposed. To our best knowledge, Berger and Barkaoui [11] firstly proposed an HGA for solving CVRP and employed mutation operators combining with local search heuristics. Prins [12] presented a genetic algorithm incorporating a local search procedure and a splitting procedure for CVRP, and the results confirmed the effectiveness of their algorithm. A method called localized genetic algorithm (LGA) was raised by Ursani et al. [13] to deal with CVRP. The results on benchmark instances indicated that LGA was feasible, but its performance deteriorates when orders in each route increased. Wang and Lu [14] gave a novel HGA to optimize CVRP, and the response surface methodology (RSM) was first applied to tune the parameters. This algorithm was tested on benchmarks instances and two practical problems in the military domain. Nazif and Soon [15] proposed an optimized crossover genetic algorithm (OCGA) to address CVRP. This method integrated optimized crossover into the classical genetic algorithm, and results showed that OCGA was competitive regarding the quality of the solutions. Also, it is worth mentioning that an improved genetic algorithm was presented to solve school bus scheduling issue [16] . Besides, the cellular genetic algorithm, a variant of genetic algorithm, has been employed to solve CVRP [17] - [19] .
There were many novel approaches in addition to genetic algorithm and its variants presented to solve CVRP. These approaches include particle swarm optimization [20] , ant colony optimization [21] , simulated annealing [22] , large neighborhood search [23] , [24] , Clarke and Wright algorithm [25] . Note that all these approached are hybrid algorithms to improve original methods. Also, some very new methods were proposed to solve CVRP by utilizing interdisciplinary ideas. Yurtkuran and Emel [26] presented a new hybrid electromagnetism-like algorithm, and Hosseinabadi et al. [27] presented a gravitational emulation local search algorithm, which was both inspired by the laws in physics. A method combining the chemical optimization framework with the unified Tabu search was proposed [28] . Moreover, a meta-heuristics based on soccer concepts called golden ball [29] , and an enhanced intelligent water drops and cuckoo search algorithms [30] were introduced. These novel algorithms extend the methods for CVRP and can be employed to solve various variants of it as well as other combinatorial optimization problems.
CVRP is not only an interesting combinatorial optimization problem in logistics but also widely used in other domains. Reed et al. [31] applied the ant colony system to solve CVRP associated with the waste collection. Also, location-routing issues [32] , inventory routing problem [33] , [34] , urban bicycles renting issue [35] , blood supply in emergency situations [36] , unmanned air vehicle routing [37] , data collection in Internet of Things [38] , routing and charging scheduling for electric vehicles [39] were also formalized as CVRP. These applications indicate that CVRP is very practical in Internet of Thing, so the research on CVRP is significant, especially on effective algorithms. This study focuses on the effective genetic algorithm for CVRP.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
CVRP in this study can be formally described as follows.
is the set of the distribution center and order nodes, and v 0 represents the center and n is the number of orders. Each order v i (i = 1, 2, . . . ., n) has a non-negative demand d i . E is the set of arcs connecting each pair of nodes, and each arc is associated with a cost c ij . Due to the symmetry of CVRP, c ij is equal to c ji . There is a fleet of m vehicles, each one with capacity C. Let x ijk be a decision variable, which is equal to 1 when vehicle k travels from node i to node j, otherwise equal to 0. The objective is to minimize the total cost of the distribution. The constraints can be described in such a way:
1) Each route starts and ends at the distribution center; 2) Each order is served exactly once by a vehicle;
3) The total demands of each route should not exceed the vehicle's capacity. VOLUME 7, 2019 According to the objective and the constraints mentioned above, the model is constructed as follows:
c ij x ijk (1) Subject to :
In this model, constraints (2) ensure that each order is served by one and only one vehicle. Constraints (3) represent route continuity. Constraints (4) are the vehicle's capacity constraint. Constraints (5) verify the vehicle's availability. Constraints (6) provide subtour elimination. Formula (7) shows the values of decision variable x ijk .
IV. THE OHGA
This part details the proposed OHGA, where each key element in the evolution is introduced, and the part of the proposed population initialization strategy and crossover operator is highlighted.
A. THE OVERVIEW OF THE OHGA
The OHGA for CVRP consists of classical genetic algorithm elements in addition to an improved population initialization strategy and problem-specific crossover operator. The initialization strategy combines the sweep algorithm with randomness. The former is employed to generate constructed solutions to accelerate the convergence while the latter is used to ensure the diversity of the population. The crossover operator incorporates neighborhood search heuristics, aiming at finding the best offspring with minimal cost while checking constraints to avoid the generation of infeasible solutions. Thus, this approach will not require extra repair procedure. The OHGA executes in a straight and simple way. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of it.
The OHGA starts by setting the parameters in the algorithm, including the probability of crossover P c , the probability of mutation P m , the size of the population S, the maximum iteration MI and the vehicle's capacity C. Then the Algorithm 1 The OHGA Input: P c : the probability of crossover; P m : the probability of mutation; S: the size of the population; MI: the maximum iteration; C: the vehicle's capacity Output: B: the best individual 1: Parameter setting; 2: Generate S initial feasible solutions using the population initialization strategy; 3: Calculate the fitness values of individuals; 4: Repeat 5: Select two parents from the population randomly; 6: Generate a random number R between 0 and 1; 7:
Produce two offspring based on the crossover operator 9:
Else 10:
Take the two parents as two offspring; 11: Repeat S times and generate 2S offspring; 12: Repeat 13: Select one offspring from the population in sequence; 14: Generate a random number R between 0 and 1; 15:
Mutate the offspring based on mutation operator; 17:
Do not execute mutation; 19: Repeat 2S times and generate 2S mutated offspring; 20: Select two parents randomly from 2S individuals using tournaments and repeat S times; 21: End if the iteration generation MI is achieved 22: Return the best individuals B; process of population initialization was carried out using the proposed strategy. Next, recombine the individuals based on the crossover operator and mutate partial solutions according to the mutation operator. After that, potential solutions will be selected using a tournament strategy. This process repeats MI times, and the best individual will be returned finally.
B. THE PROBLEM REPRESENTATION
This paper applies a special representation for CVRP to ensure the feasibility of solutions. Firstly, a giant array filled with index numbers of the orders is generated, and then this array is divided into several sub-arrays to store sub-routes based on the vehicle's capacity. Figure 1 shows an example of the representation of CVRP in this study, where a giant route is divided into three sub-routes and saved in disparate sub-arrays.
C. THE POPULATION INITIALIZATION STRATEGY OF THE OHGA
This paper proposes a population initialization strategy consisting of the sweep algorithm and randomness. The sweep algorithm can yield constructed solutions without overlap between sub-routs to accelerate the evolution while randomness is to ensure the diversity of the population. Both of sweep algorithm and randomness generate feasible solutions based on the vehicle's capacity.
This strategy contains two stages (1) generate part of constructed solutions and (2) generate the rest of the population randomly. The first stage starts by constructing a ray with an angle of 0 • emitting from the distribution center. Then rotate the ray withershins and record the sequence number of the scanned orders simultaneously. During this process, the angle of each order is calculated based on equation (8) . Finally, return a giant array of the orders according to the scan sequence. In the second stage, randomly generate a giant route filled with all orders. The obtained giant routes in these two stages will be divided into separated sub-routes based on the vehicle's capacity. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of the population initialization strategy. Figure 2 presents two initial individuals with 78 order nodes generated by the sweep algorithm (Figure (a) ) and randomness (Figure (b) ). From the figure, it can be seen that the left individual has fewer overlaps than the right one. During the evolution, constructed solutions aim at accelerating the convergence and random solutions ensure the diversity of the population, which is an essential way to harmonize the contradiction between convergence and diversity in genetic algorithm.
D. THE CROSSOVER OPERATOR OF THE OHGA
This paper proposes a problem-specific crossover operator, which incorporates neighborhood search heuristics, aiming at finding the best offspring with minimal cost while checking constraints simultaneously. Thus, this approach will always generate feasible offspring with minimum cost. The crossover operator does not require extra repair procedure and local search techniques, making genetic algorithm more condensed Randomly generate a giant array filled with total orders; 8:
Divide the array based on the vehicle's capacity C; 9: Repeat (1-C p )S times to generate (1-C p )S solutions; 10:Return P I ; FIGURE 2. Two initial individuals generated by the population initialization strategy.
and effective. The crossover operator is inspired by Best Cost Route Crossover proposed in [40] , which was applied to deal with CVRP with time windows.
The crossover operator consists of two stages, removal and insertion. Figure 3 illustrates the first stage. It starts by randomly selecting two parents, P1 and P2. Each parent is constituted by several sub-routes. Note that the two parents chosen in this process have three outcomes, two constructed solutions, two random solutions, and two different types of solutions. The crossover operator can deal with all these three situations in the same way. Then pick a sub-route in P1 and P2 respectively and randomly. For example, the sub-route selected in P1 is route 3 containing orders 6 and 8, while the route 2, including orders 7 and 2 is picked in P2. This is followed by a removal stage, where the orders and the related arcs in the chosen sub-route from the opposite parent are removed, i.e., P1 removes orders 7 and 2 chosen in P2 and generate offspring O1. In the same way, P2 removes orders 6 and 8 chosen in P1 and generate offspring O2.
Since part of the order has been removed, the next stage is to insert the missing orders in offspring. The removed orders are inserted into the offspring, respectively. Figure 4 depicts the insertion stage. Take offspring O1 as an example, where orders 7 and 2 are inserted in such a way: 1) Insert order 7 in the alternative positions in sequence. There are ten insertion points, as illustrated in Figure 4 . During the insertion process, the vehicle's capacity constraint must be satisfied to generate feasible offspring; 2) Calculate the current cost corresponding to each insertion point and find the best insertion point with minimal cost. In this instance, order 7 is inserted in route 1 in O1. A new sub-route can be generated in offspring if all alternative points do not satisfy constraints; 3) Continue to insert order 2 in the same way introduced in step (1)- (2) . Note that the number of alternative insertion points turns into 11 because of the augment of order 7. Since the order 2 has been inserted in the best positions, a feasible offspring O1 with minimum cost is generated; 4) Generate the second offspring O2 in the same way. Algorithm 3 gives the pseudocode, including both removal and insertion stage in this process. Also, Figure 5 depicts the process of the crossover operator during evolution.
Algorithm 3 The Crossover Operator
Input: P1: parent 1; P2: parent 2; C: the vehicle's capacity Output: O1: offspring 1; O2: offspring 2 1: Random chose a sub-route R1, R2 from P1 and P2, respectively; 2: Remove the orders in R2 from P1 and generate O1; 3: Remove the orders in R1 from P2 and generate O2; 4: For an order node r in R2 (R1) 5: For a sub-route in O1 (O2) 6: If the total demands of current sub-route adding order r are less than C then 7:
Insert r into each interval in sequence in current sub-route and record costs; 8:
Else: 9:
move to the next sub-route; 10: End if the last sub-route has been reached 11: If there is no sub-route satisfying constraints then 12:
Insert order r into a newly added sub-route; 13: Else 14:
Insert order r into the position with a minimum cost; 15: End if all the orders have been inserted into O1 (O2) 16:Return O1 (O2);
As mentioned above, the parents chosen in the crossover process have three combinations: two constructed individuals, two random individuals, and two different types of individuals. Herein the third combination is selected.
Firstly, select route 2 in P1 randomly and route 1 in P2. Secondly, remove orders 9, 10, 11, 12 in P1 and orders 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in P2 respectively. Diagram (c) and (d) in Figure 5 represents the solutions deleted the corresponding routes, respectively. Thirdly, insert the missing orders based on the rules mentioned above. The generated offspring is shown in the diagram (e) and (f). Note that O1 is the same as the P1 while O2 outperforms P2 with fewer overlaps. This is because those constructed solutions are generated based on the sweep algorithm, considering the angles of orders. Thus the solutions will not be changed greatly in the recombination process. Also, this process is quite effective to improve an inferior solution and in turn, increases the time used in obtaining optimal solutions.
During the crossover, constraints are verified after each insertion, which ensures the generation of feasible solutions. Herein constraints refer to the capacity of vehicles. In other variants of vehicle routing problem, constraints such as the length of routes, the time windows of orders can also be considered to generate feasible solutions using the proposed crossover operator.
E. THE MUTATION OPERATOR OF THE OHGA
Unlike the crossover procedure, the mutation is based on one individual instead of two, making the mutation relatively easy than a crossover. Classical mutation operators can be employed for CVRP without generating infeasible solutions. Karakatic and Podgorelec [10] have verified that the exchange mutation operator (EX) was significantly better than all of the other mutation methods. This paper employs EX as the mutation approach, where two genes are randomly exchanged in one sub-route, as shown in Figure 6 .
F. THE SELECTION OPERATOR OF THE OHGA
This paper applies tournament as a selection operator, where several individuals are chosen randomly to compete, and the individual with the best fitness value will be selected. Furthermore, there are two kinds of specific selection strategies: plus strategy and comma strategy, which can be represented as (µ, µ + λ) and (µ, λ) respectively. In these two strategies, µ denotes the number of parents and λ represents the amount of offspring. Generally,λ is larger than µ. The plus strategy generates µ new parents from (µ + λ) individuals, while the comma strategy generates µ new parents only from λ individuals. Preliminary tests have verified that the plus strategy can easily converge to quasi-optimal solutions, while the comma strategy always gives better solutions. Thus, this paper employs the tournament with comma strategy as the selection operator.
G. THE ENDING CRITERION OF THE OHGA
This study adopts the ending criterion based on the maximum iteration generations. Thus, it will be convenient to improve the searchability of the OHGA by adjusting the generations. Preliminary parameter tuning tests showed that generations ranging from 100 to 200 performed well.
V. THE EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section introduces the validation of the effectiveness of the OHGA. It starts by introducing the setting of parameters in the algorithm. Then the instances used in the tests are detailed. Next, the results obtained from benchmark instances applying the OHGA are provided, and the comparisons between the OHGA with the state-of-the-art algorithms are given. Also, the performance of the convergence for OHGA is described. Finally, the analyses of the results are presented.
A. THE SELECTION OF PARAMETERS
The tests of parameter tuning were carried out, and the results are as follows:
1) The population size S: 200;
2) The maximum iteration MI: 100∼200;
3) The proportion of constructed solutions C p :0.3; 4) The probability of mutation P m : 0.1; 5) The probability of crossover P c : 0.9.
B. THE INSTANCES IN THE SIMULATION
We tested the OHGA on 86 benchmark instances of CVRP from datasets A, B, P, E, and F, available at [41] . These instances are different in orders' location, demands, and vehicle's capacity. Sets A, B, and P were proposed by Augerat et al. [42] . For the 27 instances in set A, both order locations and demands are random, and the number of orders ranges from 31 to 79, while the 23 instances in set B are clustered and the number of orders ranges from 30 to 77. The 23 instances in set P are modified versions of the instances from literature, and the number of orders ranges from 15 to 100. Set E was raised by Christofides and Eilon [43] , containing 11 instances ranging from 21 to 100. The last set F consisting of two instances obtained from real life were presented by Fisher [44] .
The OHGA was implemented as a Python application, and a standard desktop computer, Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-3615QM CPU at 2.30 GHz and 8GB RAM, was used to perform these tests. Each instance ran ten times, and the best solution was recorded.
C. THE RESULTS OF THE INSTANCES
We compare the OHGA with the state-of-the-art algorithms to verify its effectiveness. The comparisons are divided into two groups: vertical comparisons and horizontal comparisons. The former refers to the comparisons between the OHGA with other effective hybrid algorithms, while the latter refers to the comparisons between our OHGA with other HGA. Table 1 shows the details of the selected state-of-the-art algorithms for VRP. 
1) THE VERTICAL COMPARISONS
The results of sets A, B, P, E, and F are shown in Table 2 , 3, 4, 5, and 6. In these tables, column BKS denotes the Best-Known Solutions, and column Gap under each algorithm denotes the gap between its costs and BKS. The gap is calculated in the following TABLE 7. The optimal routing path of instance P-n50-k8 obtained by the OHGA.
equation:
where BSA denotes the best solutions obtained from the algorithms, including ILPRH [24] , ICW [25] , ESA [45] , DELS [46] , LNS-ACO [23] and our OHGA. It can be seen that instances B-n51-k7 and B-n57-k7 in Table 3 , P-n22-n8 in Table 4 , E-n30-k3 in Table 5 have two optimal solutions. This is because the objectives of these two solutions are different. The objectives of the larger solutions aim to minimize total distance as well as the number of vehicles while the objectives of the smaller solutions only aim to minimize total distance. This paper does not consider the vehicle's number. Thus the results of the mentioned four instances are closer to the smaller optimal solutions. Also, the values in bold refer to the optimal solutions, and OHGA has gotten 46 optimal results. Moreover, this study finds a new best-known solution for instance P-n50-k8 with one more sub-route than its BKS. The optimal routing path is shown in Table 7 .
From Table 2 , 3, 4, 5, and 6, it can be seen that OHGA performs very well in solving instances where the number of orders is less than 50. However, OHGA cannot always find BKS solutions in large-scale cases, which shows the limitation of the proposed local search technique in the crossover process. Table 8 shows the time used in obtaining the best solutions employing the vertical comparison algorithms and the OHGA, respectively. Table 9 shows a summary of the gaps and time of the six algorithms solving five data sets. From this table, it can be seen that average gaps of algorithm ILPRH, ICW, ESA, DELS, LNS-ACO, and OHGA are 0.70%, 0.15%, 0.57%, 0.22%, 0.50%, and 0.44% respectively. It can be concluded that the OHGA is very competitive in comparison to other hybrid heuristics and outperforms ILPRH, ESA, and LNS-ACO. In the aspect of time, Table 9 shows that OHGA is not very fast compared with ICW in obtaining optimal solutions. However, it is faster than ILPRH, ESA, and LNS-ACO. Also, the average gap of the six algorithms solving set A, B, P, E, F is 0.30%, 0.46%, 0.41%, 0.70%, and 0.21% respectively, indicating that set E is the most difficult set to solve.
2) THE HORIZONTAL COMPARISONS
An effective hybrid genetic algorithm [14] is selected to be compared with the OHGA. The HGA in [14] proposed three stages to improve the performance of the pure genetic algorithm. Firstly, construct a diverse and well-structured initial chromosome population. Secondly, apply response surface methodology to optimize the crossover and mutation probabilities. Thirdly, establish a combined heuristics incorporating improved insertion algorithm and random insertion mutation operator to generate a stir in the chromosome and enhance the exploration ability of genetic algorithm. Table 10 shows the comparison results of this kind of hybrid algorithm with our OHGA. Column Float means that the cost is the real distance between each node without rounding. Column Integer shows the rounded distances. To have an exact comparison with this method, we also calculate the float costs of the instances in set E employing the OHGA. From Table 10 , it can be seen that the gaps between the float results obtained from two HGA with the best-known float results are 1.63% and 1.02% respectively, which indicates that the OHGA performs better in finding the optimal solutions than the HGA in [14] .
D. THE PERFORMANCE OF CONVERGENCE FOR OHGA
With the proposed population initialization strategy and crossover operator, OHGA can always converge to optimum quickly. The evolutionary processes for some instances are depicted employing OHGA, as shown in Figure 7 . The instances are selected randomly from five benchmark data sets, and the number of orders ranges from 32 to 100. The iteration generation was set as 200. From the figure, it can be seen that OHGA can always converge to the optimum quickly, which shows its powerful convergence ability.
E. THE DISCUSSIONS OF THE RESULTS
Three main conclusions can be obtained based on the results:
1) The OHGA is effectiveness for CVRP. There are 53% of the tested instances (46 out of 86) obtaining the best solutions and a new best-known solution for instance P-n50-k8 was found. The average gap and time of the OHGA are 0.42% and 580.72 seconds, respectively; 2) The OHGA is fairly competitive compared with other algorithms for CVRP. It is not the best algorithms in finding the optimal solutions for CVRP and not the fastest compared with ICW [25] . However, it performs better than ILPRH [24] , ESA [45] , LNS-ACO [23] in both solution gaps and solving time and outperforms the HGA in [14] ; 3) The OHGA can converge quickly to the optimum in both small-and large-scale instances where the number of orders ranges from 32 to 100.
The effectiveness of the OHGA lies in the improved population initialization strategy and problem-specific crossover operator. The initial strategy can harmonize the contradiction between diversity and convergence and can accelerate the convergence as well as avoid being trapped in a local optimum. The crossover operator can always generate feasible offspring with minimum cost by integrating a neighborhood search heuristics.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes an effective order-aware hybrid genetic algorithm for the capacitated vehicle routing problem in Internet of Things. The contributions of this study mainly include: (1) an improved population initialization strategy combining the sweep algorithm with randomness is presented to harmonize the contradiction between diversity and convergence; (2) a problem-specific crossover operator incorporating neighborhood search heuristics is presented to generate feasible solutions and avoid genetic algorithm from being trapped into local optimum; (3) the simulations containing 86 CVRP benchmark instances are carried out, and vertical comparisons and horizontal comparisons algorithms are applied to compare with the OHGA.
The results show that the OHGA is competitive in the solutions' accuracy and solving time compared with other state-of-the-art algorithms. OHGA can converge quickly to the optimum in solving all instances. Future work can be focused on large-scale CVRP instances. Also, the study on the new applications of CVRP in Internet of Things is an important research issue, such as unmanned electric vehicle routing and drone delivery in smart cities. 
